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Description here....

NegaraKu

Negaraku
Tanah tumpahnya darahku, 

Rakyat hidup bersatu dan maju, 
Rahmat bahagia Tuhan kurniakan, 

Raja kita selamat bertakhta, 
Rahmat bahagia Tuhan kurniakan, 

Raja kita selamat bertakhta

Negeri Sembilan  State Song

Berkatlah Yang Dipertuan Besar Negeri Sembilan 
Kurniai sihat dan makmur,
Kasihi rakyat lanjutkan umur,
Akan berkati sekalian yang setia,
Musuhnya habis binasa,
Berkatlah Yang Dipertuan Besar Negeri Sembilan

Wesley School Song

Wesleyans stand up and heed
The call to honour our Wesley creed
To rise above and beyond them all
To live as light for all

The vision God has given us
Faithful we will be
To stand for truth and excellence
For all the world to see 

     The flame of God will burn on bright 
As we learn what’s right
And hold steadfast to what is right 
Serving with all our might

Wesleyans stand up and heed
The call to live out our Wesley creed 
All our days to keep it bright - the 
Wesley Methodist flame
For the glory of  God's name



Greetings! Covid-19 is here to linger. Vaccinations and precautions continue. These times have
proven the resilience of individuals with an inbuilt yearning to not only survive but to thrive. We will 

prevail! Educators at WMSSP make continuous improvements in order to deliver a holistic and 
wholesome education. We are more determined than ever to prepare WMSSP students to face the 

uncertainties with Covid-19 in our midst.

We advocate confidence, character, and community. Confidence via proficiency in English, 
performing arts appreciation, and academic excellence. Character via determination, discretion, 

endurance, enthusiasm, and self-control. Community via teamwork, family spirit, and service.

Wesley Methodist School Seremban aims to be an ACE school, focusing to go “Above and
Beyond” in Academics, Character-building and Extra-curricular activities amongst WMSSP students. 

We continuously endeavor to obtain strong academic performance and reputation. We constantly 
seek to nurture and develop full potential and character via the passion and commitment of our staff.

We unceasingly encourage and promote opportunities to pursue accomplishments outside
the academic arena. We wish to build a strong community with the parents and guardians to achieve 

our aspirations for WMSSP students. Hence, we celebrate and honor WMSSP students who have 
achieved academic excellence and that this distinction will continue to permeate into all subjects 

undertaken and aspects of their lives.

We thank God for His goodness and provision in leading, guiding and helping us to provide a
holistic and wholesome education for all the students here. 

Daniel 11:32 “The people who know their God shall be strong and carry out great exploits.”

DATE   1 NOV 2021 
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E-LIBRARY OPENING

DATE     3 - 5 MAY 2021

WORDS ON THE MOVE 

The theme for English Language Week this year was 'We 
Grow Great by Dreams,'.It was a fun week for both the 
teachers and the students.

Essay Writing Competition, Pictionary, Idiom 
Completion, and Riddles were among the activities held. 
This year was a little different because of the 
pandemic SOPs. 

The Essay Writing Competition, in which students 
demonstrated their writing abilities, was the highlight of 
the event. It was held in the classrooms during their 
English lessons. Varshaa A/P Rajendran of Form 3 Peace 
won the Grand Prize.
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Many novels are available on the e-library

English Week opening 
ceremony

Reading is a very good habit that one needs to develop in life. Good 
books can inform, enlighten and lead you in the right direction. 
There is no better companion than a good book. Reading is important 
because it is good for your overall well-being. Once you start 
reading, you experience a whole new world. 

Unfortunately, due to the pandemic, we are unable to buy books 
physically. That is why Wesley has introduced ‘E-Platform’ reading. It 
is a virtual platform for anyone to read any book they want, from 
fiction to Sci-Fi; it has it all. E-Platform was organised and  
implemented in May. The number of readers involved is currently 
181. It allows students to enjoy reading from the comfort of
their homes and promotes it as an added facility to all students and
staff.

To summarise, the E-Platform digital library is a lovely, personalised e-
Library for our school, brimming with amazing titles appropriate for our 
school's year groups. It combines top international titles with the best 
of local content.

DATE     MAY 2021
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DATE   7  7 JULY 2021

AT-HOME SCIENCE EXPERIMENT

DATE       12 JULY 2021

A VIRTUAL FIELD TRIP

Science is a very vast and interesting subject that not only requires you to 
memorise formulas but also carry out mind-blowing experiments. 
Science experiments are usually carried out in laboratories using 
appropriate apparatus. However, due to the global pandemic, experiments 
have to be conducted virtually. 

Herein, a virtual science experiment was organised by one of the 
Science teachers, on 7th of July from 12.30 pm. to 1.30 pm. The Form 3 
students conducted a simple experiment at home where they recorded 
and turned it into an interesting video. The aim of the experiment was for 
the students to ‘differentiate between endothermic and exothermic 
reaction’. Not only was it fun but very educational as the teacher as well 
learned something new from her students’ videos. To sum up, the 
experiments were conducted successfully and significantly.

We all know that field trips are a great way to get away 
from the hustle and bustle of school, especially the long 
and exhausting hours of learning, but have you ever 
considered taking a virtual field trip? 

Although virtual field trips do not physically bring us to 
new locations, they make use of the web and video to 
amplify online learning in an experimental way and at 
their best, virtual field trips can be transporting, 
informative, and inspiring. 

It also allows interaction with the virtual environment 
through learners’ participation, exploration, analysis and the 
learning and testing of skills both medieval and futuristic. 
The goal of a virtual field trip is to introduce 
students to various aspects and develop some of the 
basic skills required.
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Home science experiment- dissolving of salt in 
water

Virtual tour of aquaponic plants



NAVIGATING VIRTUAL EXAMINATIONS

BAHASA JIWA BANGSA

DATE    19 JULY 2021

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has forced educational institutions to re-
think in-person learning and move to the online learning sphere. Pen-
and-paper examinations are still the standard and preferred way 
of communication among many ‘traditional’ educational institutions.

However, with global conditions as they are, we have been forced to look 
at online examinations as a solution. An online examination is exactly what it 
says, it’s an online system by which learners can be assessed. It is similar to 
written exams in many ways but in others, it’s completely different. 

Our teachers planned an online examination in July via Zoom to 
assess students' progress and understanding of subject 
matter. Fortunately, students and teachers adapted to the new 
situation and successfully administered exams online.

Bahasa Melayu or better known as Bahasa Malaysia, is a 
language that is simple to understand yet refined in poetic 
meanings, carrying hundreds of years of 
Malaysian history in its melodious phrases and still 
being spoken widely today. Here, at WMSSP we celebrate 
the significance of Bahasa Melayu by actively encouraging 
our students to implement the usage of our national 
language in their day-to-day lives.

Our school's BM Panel organised a Malay Language Week in 
April with the goal of fostering interest in the Malay 
Language among Wesleyans. The basketball court was used 
to kick off this educational week, with an eye-catching 
whiteboard announcing the day's Malay Language 
activities beautifully decorated by our hardworking BM 
teachers.

This Malay Language Week was undoubtedly a success in 
enlightening our students to the cultural importance of 
Bahasa Melayu. It cannot be denied that fluency in the Malay 
Language is crucial to a Malaysian citizen, as our language 
represents the identity of our nation. Budi bahasa budaya 
kita!
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WMSSP students busy taking exams with 
webcams turned on

Various activities were held during the BM week

DATE   MAY 2021
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LOWER SECONDARY FORMS

UPPER SECONDARY FORMS



Mdm. Natasha   Rani
HOD of Maths & Science Department,Teacher 
Bsc. Mathematical Science (UKM), CICTL 
10 years of service at WMSSP
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Mdm. Natasha is, without a doubt, one of our most cherished and admired teachers. She 
chose to teach at this school because she believes it has the potential to be the best private 
school in Negeri Sembilan. She began as a regular teacher in 2011, was promoted to Head of 
Discipline in 2018, and has been promoted to Head of Maths & Science Dept since 
2019!

Her message to parents and students is to send their children to us if they want to find a 
support system that will not judge them but believes that they are born with different 
potentials and multiple intelligences. They are in good hands because their full potential will 
be realised, their multiple intelligences will be identified, and their strengths will be properly 
channeled so that their weaknesses will be an opportunity to grow!

Ms. Rajamani Palaniappan
Head of Panel (History),Teacher 
MEd. History (UKM)
10 years  of service at WMSSP

Mr Chin is one of the most technologically savvy and artistic teachers at Wesley. In 
a recent interview, he stated that he decided to become a teacher in order to help those 
who are struggling with learning and to improve their overall understanding of computer 
knowledge. He chose to teach at Wesley in the year 2010 because it provides a safe 
environment with small groups of students and, most importantly, students who are willing 
to work hard in pursuing knowledge and studying. His teaching philosophy is that he 
believes it is his responsibility as a teacher to nurture and encourage students to pursue 
lifelong learning. He is without a doubt one of the most fatherly teachers at this 
school, and his most treasured moment is being recognised as a good, caring, and 
best teacher by his very own students. 

His message to parents and students is that enrolling your child at Wesley is an excellent 
decision because all the teachers here work extremely hard and go above and beyond 
to ensure that your child receives a quality education.

Ms. Rajamani is one of the most driven and meticulous teachers in this school. She decided to 
become a teacher because teaching is her passion. She decided to teach at Wesley 
because it has instilled many positive values in her all these years. She said “I'm proud to be a 
part of this school.” Her teaching philosophy is “Providing Education through 
Leadership”. That is a very important philosophy to have. Her accomplishment is being an 
examination secretary in the school and completing her tasks successfully every day.  
It goes without saying that even the most driven teachers face challenges every day 
and her challenge is teaching history as she needs to hold each students' interest 
until the end of every lesson and during COVID to make sure attendance is full. Her most 
cherished moment in Wesley was the day SPM results were announced as she was elated to 
see each student's face crying in happiness in getting good results. 

Her message to parents and students is: "At Wesley, we not only teach but mould each and 
every student to be brave to face challenges."

Mr. Chin Fatt Hin
Head of Co-curriculum,Teacher 
Dip. Comp Science & Electronics Engineering 
10 years of service at WMSSP



DATE   22 MAY 2021 

ARE LEADERS BORN OR MADE?

DATE   2 SEPT 2021

LET'S TALK ABOUT MENTAL HEALTH

WMSSP  hosted an event entitled Virtual Leadership Talk by Dr Reza 
from Israel for Lower and Upper Forms. The event was indeed fruitful to 
every student as they learnt that leadership is of paramount importance 
in our day to day life.

Youth are the leaders of tomorrow. Leaders, like the world, are constantly 
changing and evolving. In today's world, an organisation will only give 
you the position, but students or the general public will only call you a 
leader when you have earned it. So, are leaders born or made? Something to 
ponder.

The pandemic has taken a toll on everyone. The harsh reality is-
the pandemic has taken a lot of lives, not only through this 
virus but also through depression. Many who experience 
mental issues often do not show telltale signs of it. 

Student Affairs Department organised a health talk 
series collaborating with LiNets. This talk aims to raise 
awareness for the staff and students about mental illness. 
Moreover, to improve health and the quality of life for 
people affected by mental illness. 

Some of the takeaways shared by LiNet's coach were on ways 
to relieve stress, such as trying to practise self-care, 
taking breaks throughout the day, try to get some sunlight by 
going outside, or take up hobbies that will give you pleasure.
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WMSSP prefects engaging in conversation 
with Dr. Reza

Our students had a fun ice breaking session with 
the Linet's coaches



DATE   APRIL 2021 

TEENAGE CHALLENGES

DATE     MARCH-DEC 2021

SCHOOL, A UNITED HOME

Puberty starts in teenagers  between the ages of 11 and 18 year olds. During 
this period of time, teenagers start seeing changes in their body and some 
may feel embarrassed with those changes. 

With the help of the WMSSP Students Affairs Department, teachers and 
students organised an Annual Boys’ and Girls' Talk programme for every 
student studying at WMSSP. Topics covered were based on school 
discipline and the Do’s and Don’ts of the school.

Moreover, the Students Affairs Department also organised a special topic for 
the Boys' and Girls' Talk. From this, boys and girls from WMSSP were able 
to learn more about themselves, goals and personal values.

When we talk about Malaysia, the first thing that comes 
to our mind is diversity of religions and cultures. We 
believe that our students have the opportunity to show 
their pride not only towards their own culture but other 
cultures too. Thus, our Mufti Day programmes.

Students are encouraged to wear traditional clothes with 
pride during these days and house points will 
be awarded . In the meantime, nurturing creativity 
among students was shown too. Come on and let’s 
wear our traditional costumes, because who else will 
if not us!
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WMSSP Boys & Girls  listen attentively during the talk

One of the mufti themes-Easter Hats
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DATE   5-9 APRIL 2021

CRAZY LITTLE PROFESSORS

BADMINTON THROUGH THE "NET"

If you asked a group of Malaysian teenagers to tell you about their 
favourite physical activity, surely a majority would reply enthusiastically 
with the answer: “Badminton!”  As a fast-paced and engaging sport, 
badminton has long been an all-time favourite pastime of our youths. In the 
midst of this pandemic, Wesley students displayed their 
passion for the sport by competing in an online badminton 
tournament organised by SMK Forest Heights.

Form 3 students, Hoo Ming Sheng and Nathanael Phan seized the 
third and fourth places in the Jumping Smash and Net Play 
categories, respectively. Competitors were required to record a minute-
long video of themselves demonstrating their mastery of 
various badminton techniques.

Congratulations to our young badminton stars for bringing glory to 
Wesley’s Badminton Club with their hard-earned achievements! 
Perhaps we might one day see them playing on an international court 
alongside the likes of the famed Lee Chong Wei. 

Maths and Science Week was held from 5th to 9th 
April. Students engaged themselves in the subject 
and Wow! They carried out some activities such as 
experiments and demonstrations in front of the other 
students.

They also explained the principles underlying these 
phenomena. Special thanks to the Maths and Science 
Department for providing them this 
opportunity. Learning Maths and Science is fun 
via hands-on experience or experiential learning.
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Practice, practice, practice

Maths and Science show and tell

DATE   JULY 2021 



DATE   20 AUG 2021 

OVERCOMING THE UNSEEN PROBLEMS

DATE      SEPT 2021

A PANDEMIC CANNOT STOP US!

The last few years has not been kind to any of us. The devastating effects of 
the pandemic, difficulties adjusting to online classes, and looming year-
end exams all contributed to a heavy mental weight of stress in the minds of 
countless teenagers. These, combined with the wear and tear of everyday 
life, has undoubtedly left many students gasping for air. Given the 
negative effects of overwhelming stress on one's health, it is critical that 
students learn to manage their stress well from a young age in order 
to avoid eventually succumbing to burnout.

In order to help our students' mental health during this pandemic, our 
school's Interact Club organised a Virtual Stress Management Talk in 
the hopes of enlightening our students on how to deal with stress in a 
healthy way. This talk was primarily aimed at Form 4 and 5 students 
who are thinking about pursuing a career. Our students learned how to 
break the grip that stress has on their lives and instead channel it into 
motivation to always do their best through this talk. WMSSP works 
hard to ensure that our students are always healthy and happy, both 
mentally and physically. Let's all work together to take care of our mental 
health!

This event lasted for two months, beginning on August 15th, 
and included not only students and teachers, but also 
parents. Do you have any idea what it is? 

It is a virtual challenge that was being held during the 
pandemic, and we have successfully encouraged four 
groups to participate in this sporting event. Not only 
that, the first submission was accepted on September 13th. 
It is no longer a good, but rather a B R A V O, 
Bravo! Students' and parents' feedback is valued, and it is 
hoped that more teams will participate in the future.
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Many questions and concerns were addressed 
by prominent speakers

Wesley Seremban emerged as Winner of the Best 
Collage entitled  RUN TO YOUR HEART



DATE MARCH-OCT 2021

THE 7 KEYS 

DATE   29-30 SEPT 2021

CELEBRATING OUR HEROES

“Music is the universal language of mankind.” Millenia down the line, 
humans have always used songs to express their purest emotions 
and connect with each other. This statement continues to hold true as 
people today bond over timeless classical pieces and pour their soul into 
creating new melodies. Realising the influential role of music, Wesley 
Methodist School has consistently placed an emphasis on fostering the 
artistic and musical talents of our youths. 

In an effort to uplift spirits brought down by the chains of the pandemic, 
teachers in our Music Club organised an activity for students to show off 
their musical flair through entertaining solo performances that had everyone 
singing along and clapping with joy. Despite performing from home, the 
young Music Club members certainly came up with a variety of exciting 
instrumental performances including the guitar and piano. Catching the eyes 
of those with a preference for upbeat modern music, students also had the 
opportunity to record and mix audio files using audio editing software. 

Through these enjoyable group activities, our enthusiastic students were 
able to deepen their understanding in musical composition and even learn 
the skills of playing in a band. Both club members and teachers had wide 
smiles on their faces. Music, regardless of age, unites us all!

A good teacher is like a candle that  consumes itself in order 
to light the way for others. Teachers are, without a 
doubt, some of the most selfless people on the planet. 
WMSSP is fortunate to have a team of dedicated and 
caring teachers who are all well-loved and respected  by the 
student body.

In conjunction with International Teacher's Day, a 
celebration was held via Zoom to appreciate, honor, and 
recognise teachers' incredible contributions in educating 
our students throughout this pandemic. Teachers and 
students alike wowed everyone with spectacular songs 
and dance performances.

Awards were also given out to well-deserving teachers, 
who had won the hearts of everyone at school with their 
unique personalities. Teacher's Day gives students a 
chance to celebrate and pay respect to their mentors, 
while teachers look forward to it as their labors are 
recognised and honoured by students and the community. 
A million thanks to all our hardworking teachers!
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WMSSP students with their selected instruments

Active participation by teachers and students



DATE    26-28 MAY 2021 

WHAT'S OUTSIDE THE SYLLABUS?

DATE     SEPT 2021

DANCE ON

Have you ever heard of ASMO? Asian Science and Maths Olympiad 
(ASMO) is a competition platform designed to challenge and evaluate 
students' knowledge in Mathematics, Science and English at their 
grade level. It was organised by Olympic Edu Sdn Bhd. From 26th to 
28th May, we  sent a total of 30 students for the Preliminary Round . 

Some of them  said that the questions were over their limits, but we 
have faith that it will stretch their knowledge and understanding of 
the concepts. Guess what? There was a total of 25 medalists and merit 
from our Preliminary Round. 10 students from ASMO English and 15 
students from ASMO Maths  are eligible for the state round. 

The best part of the WMSSP CCA period is when students 
can attend club activities, and they have chosen the Dance 
Club at the start of the school year. After a long day, there 
is nothing better than going to a place where you can be 
yourself and have a good time working out. Aside from 
that, it's a great way to meet other students from different 
classes who share your interest.

During the pandemic period, one of the highlights was the 
e-solo performance, in which students were required to
record and share their dance. In fact, the students'
response was extremely positive. Nothing is going to stop
our students from dancing!
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Students taking part in the ASMO competition

One of the e-solo dance recordings



DATE   JAN-NOV  2021

GATHERING THE FAITH

DATE    APRIL-OCT 2021

MORE PRECIOUS THAN GOLD

Chapel Service is a time for our students and teachers to take a breather 
from the hectic school week and remember what WMSSP is all about - 
developing students with a pure heart and soul in line with Christian values. 
Every Friday, students and teachers gather in the school hall, setting aside 
their worries in preparation to connect with and explore the depths of God’s 
truth and love.

Through a variety of worship songs and styles, students are exposed to 
Christ-centered perspectives on many contemporary subjects. Our creative 
teachers have also utilised parables in the Bible to teach good character 
values and life lessons that inspire our students to be unfaltering in the 
pursuit of virtuousness. Not only do students get the chance to expand their 
mind with new knowledge, they also gain valuable experience in showcasing 
their singing and speaking talents in front of an audience.

Due to the pandemic, Chapel sessions have been continued online and 
physically distanced for those in school. Through Chapel Service, our entire 
school is brought together in an interactive and lighthearted, yet spiritually 
enriching hour that allows us all to learn and grow together. Hopefully we 
shall see each other again soon! 

Relationships are undeniably the most important aspect of 
our lives. What could be more memorable than the tender 
moments shared between our family and friends, more so 
those who share the same beliefs? As Christians, we have 
become brothers and sisters in the family of God through the 
blood of Christ. However, these relationships surpass mere 
friendship! Bonds between believers are spiritually close, 
known as Christian Fellowship. 

The Christian Fellowship community of WMSSP is a close-
knit and caring group, made up of both teachers and 
students sharing the same Christian philosophy. Educational 
meetings are held every week, where members get to know 
each other better through activities and games that 
strengthen the special bonds between them. 
Furthermore, members also learn more about God and the 
Bible through the guidance of knowledgeable teacher 
advisors, bringing students closer to God step by step.
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Kepercayaan kepada Tuhan

The members are having a good time together via zoom



DATE    JAN -DEC 2021 

LIFE LESSON

DATE       JAN-DEC 2021

THE DAILY PRAYER

When it comes to teenagers, it is important to emphasise values and 
have them learnt through stories, which is why Wesley introduced  
Bible Knowledge lesson for each form. This subject  teaches us so 
many values, such as who our creator is, good morals, health tips, 
examples of how to live life fully, and so much more. This subject is also 
taught by one of our own teachers, who is well-versed in this field.

When we ask the students if the lessons are useful in their daily lives, 
the answer is a resounding "YES!". This is because they understand the 
value of learning, growing, and doing their best.

Daily prayer gives us an opportunity to share all aspects of 
one’s life with God. Life’s circumstances change on a daily 
basis. In fact, things can go from good to bad to worse in a very 
short time. God asks us to bring our concerns to Him for 
disposition and potential blessing. He also asks us to share our 
joys and triumphs with Him. 

This prayer time is always held in the morning during the 
homeroom period before the school day begins. Some 
students, in fact, request for special prayers on a daily basis. 
Faith is something that pulls everyone through hard times and 
helps us overcome all sorrows along with giving us the 
ability to appreciate the good things we already have in our 
lives. Prayers are a student's conversation with God, and it is our 
duty to help them communicate.
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Ongoing Bible Knowledge class

Praying for our students, staff and community
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FORM 1 PEACE & 1 JOY

FORM 2 PEACE & 2 JOY
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FORM 3 PEACE & 3 JOY

FORM 4 STEM & 4 ARTS



DATE    17 SEPT 2021 

CULTIVATING CREATIVITY

DATE  APRIL-DEC 2021

ENRICHMENT SERIES 

Still have questions about your options, pathways, or even 
the curriculum? Enrichment is a learning experience that 
immerses you completely. Yes, WMSSP has an 
Enrichment Programme. According to the timetable, it is 
a snapshot of the KSSM syllabus that will last 
approximately one hour. Yes, it is free, and it is led by 
our well-trained instructors. 

This series is open to all Standard 6 students and, 
yes, it will continue next year. So, keep an eye 
on our Facebook page for more information!
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Year 6 students are writing with enthusiasm

Poster for the  workshop

Essay writing is both a method of academic assessment and an art form. 
This is the art of reporting and describing a subject. It 
necessitates not only storytelling abilities, but also the ability to 
present a story. We want to discover essay writing talent from the 
student community, particularly Year 6 students, through our Essay 
Writing Competition, which is open to outsiders.

Thus, an online essay writing competition was held via zoom on the 
17th of September at 9.00 am. and was concluded at 9.30 am. It was 
hosted by the Humanities Department attended by our excellent 
teachers. It was participated by 3 students. The purpose of this 
competition was to encourage Year 6 students to choose and 
continue their studies at WMSSP as it is a very prestigious school 
that has very amiable and open-minded students. To sum up, 
the participants successfully participated in this Online Essay Writing 
competition via Zoom which was held for the first time.
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